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1 About this issue

Nowadays many information technology services are mov-
ing towards online via ubiquitous networks, computing and
information at unlimited speed anytime and anywhere with
different kinds of technical platforms, especially in Web 2.0.
In general, presence information expresses user willingness
and ability to communicate with other users across a set of
services for real-time communications. Web 2.0 uses the
Web as a platform for embracing the interconnectivity and
interactivity of Web-delivered content among different on-
line users and communities, which have recently been as-
sumed by the technology of services computing such as Web
services. Web services are based on a set of XML standards
such as Universal Description, Discovery and Integration
(UDDI), Web Services Description Language (WSDL), Sim-
ple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), Business Process Exe-
cution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS), and etc.
The rapid development of Web 2.0 for massive social net-
work collaboration facilitates the “rich presence services” to
expose information and knowledge gathered through online
social networks which assists intelligent decision making
and analysis.

Rich presence is described as an enhanced form of pres-
ence awareness in which a service can observe other online
service/user attributes, such as personal identifiable informa-
tion, location, time, behavior, movement, type-of-software,

type-of-device, and type-of-network. The use of Web 2.0
technologies may generate both user-generated content as
well as contextual information about users, for example,
their current location and availability. Rich presence also
refers to the aggregation of this information that makes
presence attributed to consenting services available for use
by other services/users. This result generates a consolidation
of virtual, physical, and online services into a single rich-
presence platform based on content-based publish/subscribe
services for efficient filtering and dissemination of presence
information. Online rich presence services divulge only the
availability of other services.

In this context, knowledge management comprises a
range of strategies and practices used in an online rich
presence service to create, manage, coordinate, distribute,
and enable adoption of information. Such information com-
prises knowledge, either embedded in services or embedded
in business processes, focuses on organizational quality of
services (QoS) objectives such as performance, and compet-
itiveness. Therefore, this special issue aims to examine the
information and knowledge management model in this
emerging context for the next generation applications.

All the 8 papers in this issue will have deep research
results to report the advance of online rich presence services
such as information discovery, knowledge management, rec-
ommendation and collaborative filtering, services composi-
tions, supply chain management, trust framework, grid and
cloud computing. In the first paper “Feasilibility and A Case
Study on Content Optimization Services on Cloud” (Wong
2013), Wong focuses on content optimization services that
modify and reorganize content to reduce the size of con-
tent and enhance the performance of processing on the
content. Wong presents the economics related to these ser-
vices with practical considerations when these services are
implemented on a cloud, which is typically perceived to be a
more economical and scalable option compared to traditional
dedicated servers.
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The second paper “Web 2.0 Recommendation Service by
Multi-Collaborative Filtering Trust Network Algorithm”
(Wei et al. 2013), Wei et al. present a Multi-Collaborative
Filtering Trust Network algorithm with simulation experi-
ments, which is an improved version of the Collaborative
Filtering (CF) algorithm designed to work on the Web 2.0
platform, such as in current social networks, the required
information may be either incomplete or scattered over
different sources. Next the third paper “QoS-Aware Multi-
Granularity Service Composition” (Feng et al. 2013), Feng
et al. discuss the challenge of multi-granularity service com-
position in order to enhance the quality of service composition
by allowing services of various granularities to be available
for selection. Feng et al. present a behavioral signature model
in order to represent observable behavior of service composi-
tion with an illustrative case study and prototype for demon-
strate and evaluate our approach.

Further, the forth paper “Optimizing Dynamic Supply
Chain Formation in Supply Mesh Using CSET Model”
(Yang and Fong 2013), Yang and Fong present a multi-
agent model called the collaborative single machine earli-
ness/tardiness (CSET) model in a supply mesh, and the
corresponding allocation schemes are experimentally stud-
ied in simulations. Yang and Fong show the experimental
results based on samples from the U.S. textile industry. In
addition, Yang and Fong show that a cooperative competi-
tion scheme is superior in terms of optimal allocation, which
obtains maximum satisfaction for all participants. Next, the
fifth paper “A Reliable Scheduling Method in Equipment
Grid using Provenance Information” (Wang and Yin 2013),
Wang and Yin present a fuzzy scheduling method using
provenance information, in which resource dispatch proba-
bility is dynamically adjusted according to user feedback
information by fuzzy variables. Wang and Yin show simula-
tion results which confirm capability of the method to effec-
tively reduce impacts of malicious user appreciations and
increase user satisfactions.

Then the sixth paper “A Collaborative Food Safety Ser-
vice Agent Architecture with Alerts and Trust” (Lai et al.
2013), Lai et al. present a Collaborative Food Safety Agent
System (CFSAS) based on a scalable, flexible, and intelli-
gent Multi-Agent Information System (MAIS) architecture
for proactive aids to citizens with trust concept. Chiu et al.
show an implementation with Web service technologies to
integrate disparate food information resources along the food
supply chain, and evaluate the approach from different stake-
holders’ perspectives.

The seventh paper “Improving Efficiency of Service Dis-
covery Using Linked Data-based Service Publication” (Chen
and Paik 2013), Chen and Paik present a methodology to
build a global social service network based on link data
principles with linked social services. Chen and Paik discuss
experimental results which show that the linked social

service can reduce the using threshold by enabling exploring
service to service based on the global social service network.
Lastly the eighth paper “Rank-Mediated Collaborative Tag-
ging Recommendation Service Using Video-Tag Relation-
ship Prediction” (Tung and Lee 2013) present a rank-
mediated collaborative tagging recommendation service that
predicts the ranks of video retrieval from the shared video
archive using vote-promotion algorithm.

The goal of this special issue is to crystallize the emerging
rich presence service technologies and trends into positive
efforts to focus on the most promising solutions in informa-
tion and knowledge management. The papers provide clear
proof that online rich presence service technologies are
playing a more and more important and critical role in
supporting business processes and applications. It is also
believed that these papers will further research new best
practices and directions in rich presence services.
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